Kennet Valley Voices
News from Term 2, including History Week
Starting on Monday 15th October we had an 8 day
History Week. The Children travelled through time
and learnt facts from pre-history to WW2 and
beyond. It has been a fantastic experience and has
been lovely to see the children enjoying this learning
so much. We have had visitors in to school and been
on trips around our local area. Children have had
the opportunity to handle artefacts and find out
more about them. In all our work this week we
linked history, English, art and design, and maths
(among others) together.
It was also a test run at hiring a mini bus for a
week - this has been very successful as classes
could go on trips without having to ask for
parental support to get there. We will be hiring
it again in term 3 or 4 so that children and
teachers can continue their adventures around
the local area.
I would like to take this opportunity to say a
huge thank you to all of you that helped out
during History Week, but especially to Dan
Miles and Maria Shepherdson, who have worked with our children on
several days. Mrs Emma Russell
Devizes Museum Visit
On Tuesday Ali came in from Devizes
Museum with some really special Stone
Age arrow heads. She started to hand
out some special artefacts to us all. After
you had looked at an artefact you had
to pass it on to the next person. Then
Bella asked to be a
helper for Ali. Bella had
to wear a long shirt, a
belt and she had to
pretend to be dead, to show how people would be
buried inside a Longbarrow grave. She was buried
with a pot, a coin and some jewellery. My favourite
part was looking at the objects and holding the
Stone Age knife.
By Louis

History Dress up Day
On Monday 22nd
October the school had
a historical dress up day.
Children, and staff,
came dressed as
people from lots
of different eras
- we had
knights, 80s pop
icons, Victorian
school children
and Vikings to
name a few.
Thank you to all
the parents who
helped with these
fantastic
costumes.

Drama Days with James Smith
On 22 October 2018 James
came in to talk to us about
the Victorian times. He
showed us some of the Victorian children toys and how
they worked. He also said
some of the rules from school
at the time. You weren’t allowed to put your elbows on the table and you
had to have manners. We imagined we were pupils at a Victorian school and we had to line up
very straight. We had our hands checked front
and back by Miss Chalker playing a part as a
Victorian teacher. We went out to break then
came back in where we then went back outside
to do an exercise drill. When we went back in, we
were split in to three groups who each had to
mime a country. The
morning was really fun
and we have learnt a lot
about the lives of Victorians. We can’t wait to see
what we do this afternoon.
By Felix and Ollie W

I loved history Week
Wow – what a week – or more like 8 days of history fun, jumping
around time and space like the new Dr Who! History is not just
about learning facts and figures – though this can be fun as
Badgers have found out by learning
the classic Henry VIII rhyme about
his six wives – “Divorced, beheaded,
died, divorced, beheaded, survived”
but with more of a modern Horrible
Histories twist! – but is also about
understanding our past and how it
has impacted on how we live today.
This could be the impact of the First
and Second World Wars on our
personal family histories, or prehistory that has created so many
important monuments that are dotted around our local area.
All the classes did different things – hands on history classes with Ali
from Wiltshire Museum, in Devizes,
and James Smith – and visits to
prehistoric Avebury and the West
Kennett Long Barrow, as well as
Avebury Manor and Marlborough
Library. Years 5 and 6 also had the
opportunity to work with the artist
Mitch McLean to create a Son Et
Lumiere, at Avebury church –
which was really incredible. I
enjoyed
spending time taking years 5 and 6 around
Avebury exploring the henge and stone
circles, trying to understand why prehistoric
people built it and what it was used for.
I also went with year 4 to West Kennet
Barrow. Here we explored this ancient tomb
learning more about “excarnation” – where
the bodies were left out to be picked over
by the birds and animals before being
buried in the long barrow. We also found a
“polissoir” or polishing stone that was used to polish Stone Age flint
axes. We were very lucky with the weather
and the views were incredible from the
mound, we could see as far as the Cherhill
monument and West Overton church
tower. Finally on Friday, I went into
Badgers who have been making a great
timeline that is hanging down from the
ceiling of their class room. I brought in lots
of artefacts from different periods of
history – from the Stone Age to Victorian
times. We explored what these artefacts
are, what they are made of and how old
they are. We learnt about materials and
how tools have changed through
time – different styles and
materials, but basically they are
the same. History week is not just
about history but also includes lots
of cross curriculum learning. I
loved reading the pupils’ First
World War letters, seeing the clay
models and art inspired by visits to
Avebury and learning about
different materials. History is
really important, it is all around us
– and can be fun to learn!
By Dan Miles (Parent Governor)

Comments from Hedgehogs about History Week
I enjoyed going to the library because we got to choose a
book and know how to put it into the machine. I got ‘Spot
the Difference’ and we read it in Reading Time back at
school. Millie
I had fun making pretend fossils with Ali from the museum.
Jasmin
We made poppies out of the bottom of plastic bottles so we can remember the
soldiers who died in the war. I liked painting them. Ned
I enjoyed making houses out of boxes. We looked at old
houses near the school. Harry B
We learnt about Space with Year 5 and 6. Ella was our
helper. I learnt about an astronaut called Neil
Armstrong. He went up to Space. Annie
I loved it when we went to the library because it was my
first time on a minibus and I had fun there. Saffron

Trip to Avebury Manor
At the Manor house, on Friday we looked all around lots of different
rooms. The first room was the dining room from Tudor times and in it
there was a wild boars head on the table and a huge chair. The next
room was a bedroom where the bed had lots of ropes – that’s why they
say ‘sleep tight’. They also didn’t have curtains at the windows, but they
had them at the side of the bed. We went into another bedroom and
the bed was quite high up so they had a tall stool. That bedroom looked
beautiful. Later we went into a bathroom which had a toilet but it
didn’t have a flush so it had a bucket instead, and the maid had
to take it outside to the
‘office house’ to empty! There
were rooms from different
times in history which was
interesting for our timeline in
class.
By Freya Greenaway

Son Et Lumiere There was a look of amazement on the children’s faces when they first
saw Mitch McLean’s paintings on the inside of St James’ church in Avebury. Mitch Mclean is
a world renowned installation artist who works with light and
he gave the children a fantastic opportunity to use their
imagination and a camera to produce images that could be
projected on both the inside and outside of the church. Ably
assisted by Maria the children learnt to take and select the
best images and Mitch completed the rest of the magic. On
Friday night the church was lit up with the works of art that
our talented children had produced. By Mrs Sam France

Otters - Trip to the Longbarrow
When we went to the West Kennett Long Barrow
we went in the minibus to get there. When we
arrived we walked around a field. We stopped at
the bottom of a hill by a tree. Mr Miles asked us
who had been there and who hadn’t. Then he asked us what we thought Silbury Hill was. It
is a man-made chalk hill, that is so old that soil and grass grew over the top of it. The tree
that we stopped by had ribbons tied on to it. After that we climbed up the hill and
saw the Longbarrow. Firstly Mr Miles told us that the stones outside used to block the
entrance. Then we went inside to look. People who went in first had torches so we
could see in the gloomy chamber. Inside there were flowers and apples. After that we
passed around some smooth stones. Then we went on top of the Longbarrow and
took a shadow picture. Next we looked at Silbury Hill and other monuments around
us. Finally we went back down the hill and into the mini bus.
By Lena
School Council
So far, School Council has
been incredible. The meetings
have gone really well and we
are currently organising a
school quiz. Everybody has
been working well together
and I’m hoping that this will
continue throughout the
year. Archie has been a great
Chair, and of course I have
been a good secretary. All of
us are having amazing ideas
and we even have a new
mascot; Kenny the Kennet
Kangaroo!
By Thomas

Other news ...
1,2, 3,4 I declare a dodgeball war, 5678 who do you appreciate? not the king
not the Queen, it’s the KVS dodgeball team! We had to Dodge, dip, duck, dive
and did I mention dodge? The day started freezing cold as we arrived at Shalbourne school, a little school with a MASSIVE playground. Mrs Blackmore gave
us our team talk and we got ready to play Ogbourne. We drew this game 2:2
thanks to some good teamwork and Mrs Bushnell cheering us on from the side.
In the middle of the day when the sun came out we played Baydon, last years
winners. We were all a bit nervous and it was another 2:2 so I think we did ok.
We continued to play Shalbourne and Easton Royal during the day. I twisted
my ankle in the semi final and couldn’t play so perhaps that’s why we came 3rd
overall!!! Only kidding, our team was amazing, well done Lily and I the only
girls for putting up with Archie, Thomas, Oliver, Fin, Felix, Ollie, Luca and Josh
we make a good team. By Martha

Reminder – If your child is going home with another parent, friend or
family member, please ensure we have your permission in writing. If we
do not have your written permission we will contact you to ensure that
any instructions that we have are correct.

I hope that everyone has a happy and safe half term holiday. I look forward to seeing you all again next
term, when our whole school topic will be “Eco Warriors”. Many thanks for your continuing support
Mrs Emma Russell.

